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FRIENDS ... JURASSIC PARKA
ROSS: So I nodded off a little. What's the big ________?
RACHEL: Ross, you were snoring. My father's boat didn't make that much
noise when it hit rocks.
ROSS: Come on! The man talked about clothes for forty five minutes. I
was bored out of my ________.
RACHEL: Okay, how does that compare with four hours in a freezing
museum listening to Professor Pitstains and his 'Hey, remember that
thing that's ________ dead for a gazillion years? Well, there's this little
bone we didn't know it had.'
ROSS: First of all it's Professor Pittain! And second of all, that little
bone proved that ________ that particular dinosaur had wings it didn't
fly.
RACHEL: See now, what I just heard you say was blah-blah-blah.
ROSS: A million people went to see a movie about what I do, I ________
how many people would go see a movie called Jurassic Parka. A bunch
of out-of-control jackets ________ an island. ________, what a
thrilling story that would make.
RACHEL: If what I do is so ________, then why did you insist on coming
with me this morning? Was it ________ I wouldn't go with Mark?
ROSS: No. It's just, I feel like lately you're ________ away from me. With
this new job, and all these new people, you've got this whole other life
going on. I know it's ________, but I hate that I'm not a part of it.
RACHEL: I actually like that you're not ________ in that part of my life.
See, it doesn't mean that I don't love you. Because I do. But my work, I'm
out there on my own, and it's ________ but I still love it, because it's
mine.

ALTHOUGH * BEEN * BOY * DEAL * DUMB *
INVOLVED * LAME * MIND * SCARY *
SLIPPING * SO THAT * TAKE OVER * WONDER

